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Preface 

“Methods for performance characterization of artificial molecular motors” is a licentiate thesis by Ivan 

Unksov. With permission from coauthors, this thesis is in part based on the following manuscript: 

Fluorescence excitation enhancement by waveguiding nanowires 

Ivan Unksov, Nicklas Anttu, Damiano Verardo, Fredrik Höök, Christelle Prinz, Heiner Linke 

Planned to be submitted to Nano Letters. 

I made the samples, carried out the experimental part, analyzed the experimental data, made all figures that 

contain those data and wrote the parts of the article where the experimental data are discussed, with input 

from coauthors. 

 

Public examination of this thesis is done by Assoc. Prof. Adam Burke on Thursday, the 29th of April 2021, 

at 15.00 online via zoom meeting ID: 621 9904 4328, password: 069710. Opponent of the thesis is Prof. 

Bo Wegge Laursen from Copenhagen University. 
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Abstract 

The overall aim of this thesis work is to characterize artificial biomolecular motors, specifically the 

Lawnmower, a motor based on the burn bridges mechanism, and the Tumbleweed, a protein motor that 

employs ligand specific DNA-proteins binding to step along DNA. An overview of their operational 

principles is given, and initial results of our studies are presented, along with a review of currently available 

methods to characterize artificial molecular motors.  

One way to characterize the expected 10-15 nm sized steps of Tumbleweed may be to harness the properties 

of waveguiding nanowires. An outline of such an approach is presented, and a detailed study of underlying 

physical phenomena is performed. Specifically, to understand what dimensions of nanowires should be 

used, we study the enhancement of fluorescence excitation, one of the phenomena contributing to guidance 

of light in gallium phosphide nanowires. We find experimentally, and confirm with modelling, that the 

nanowires with diameter around 110 nm and 10 nm thick Al2O3 coating maximize the enhancement for red 

fluorophores, and our modelling suggests that the optimum diameter shifts to smaller diameters for 

fluorophores with a shorter excitation wavelength. The nanowires are promising for many applications 

including biosensing. 

Plans for further studies are also presented. Specifically, molecular motor studies are proposed on the 

Tumbleweed or similar motors. As for the nanowire studies, these may be continued using fluorescence-

lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) which would show how the nanowires affect fluorescence emission, 

and towards the goal to use nanowires in biosensing which might also involve fluorescent noble metal 

nanoclusters.   
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Introduction 
Molecular motors are constructs that propel themselves by harnessing thermal motion and molecular 

interactions. A variety of synthetic motors and designs have been created1–13, with various applications in 

mind, including cargo transportation11, switches and rotors5,14–16, photoswitchable systems to record digital 

information17, few atom sized machines employing quantum tunneling for directional motion18, motors for 

photothermal therapy of cancer19, formation of supramolecular assemblies capable of motion13, 

manipulations with cells10 etc. Synthetic molecular machines were acknowledged with a Nobel prize in 

Chemistry in 2016. 

Two major classes of molecular machines are molecular walkers and rotary motors. Most of the above 

mentioned artificial motors are based on either DNA or non-biological molecules, unlike protein-based 

natural motors. Hence it is promising to use proteins to build artificial motors, as that would enable 

employing a vast variety of protein molecular interactions. One example of a protein based motor is the 

Lawnmower (LM) (Figure 1a) that we study and that is a fully autonomous molecular walker, which means 

that its motion is independent on any externally introduced agents. LM is a microbead or quantum dot 

decorated with proteases which irreversibly cleave peptide-containing ‘lawn’ on a surface when moving.  

Another type of directional bias enables the motion of the second protein motor we study, the Tumbleweed 

(TW) (Figure 1b), a construct synthetized de novo from DNA-binding protein domains20. TW is designed 

to walk along a DNA track21. The directionality of the TW motion relies on a sequence of binding sites in 

the track and externally controlled changes of ligands in the buffer, such that it is in principle possible to 

change the motor’s direction. 

 

 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Molecular motors in this study: (a) Lawnmower moving due to cleavage of a peptide substate with 

its multiple protease legs; (b) Tumbleweed on a DNA track. Reproduced under Open Access license from ref. 
20. 

To prove that a synthetic molecular motor is functional, one needs to choose a suitable experimental 

technique to see its motion, either on single-molecule basis or in bulk experiments, for example using 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Some commonly used techniques are reviewed in this thesis.  

Using displacements analysis for images from an optical microscope, we have characterized the motion of 

LMs made of 2.8 μm beads, and an overview of these experiments will also be presented.   

Compared to LM, TW demands a more technically advanced method, because its steps along DNA are 

expected to be just 10-15 nm. As one possibility to characterize the stepping of TW, we are considering the 

use of waveguiding semiconductor nanowires (NWs), which have recently emerged for use in single-

molecule detection22 and, in general, biosensing23–25 based on the guidance and enhancement of 

fluorescence.   

(a) (b) 
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Biosensing is an extensively studied field, because detection of small amounts of biomarkers, biological 

macromolecules, cells or viruses is important for healthcare and life sciences. An ideal biosensor is typically 

thought of as a ‘black box’ (e.g. a microfluidic device) in which a sample is placed, ideally without prior 

purification or concentrating, and the sensor indicates presence of a substance of interest. Thus, simplicity 

of detection and uniformity of multiple sensors are the characteristics sought after. A variety of 

nanostructure biosensors are employing plasmonics and waveguiding. Plasmons are oscillations of 

electrons occurring on surface of metal nanostructures. Surface plasmon resonance can be used for DNA 

and protein biosensors.26,27 Plasmonic techniques are label-free, however fluorescence is also promising to 

employ in biosensing because it allows for detecting concentrations of molecules as little as single-

molecule.  

In the research article manuscript included in this thesis, a diameter 90-140 nm of gallium phosphide (GaP) 

nanowires (NWs) coated with Al2O3 is found to maximize the excitation enhancement of fluorescence of 

red fluorophores attached to the NWs. The excitation enhancement, together with guidance of light towards 

the tip of a NW and the modified radiative yield of a fluorophore, contributes to fluorescence enhancement 

and increased probability to detect emitted photons. We study the excitation enhancement using 

fluorescence microscopy, and the experimental result is supported with modelling. Our article provides a 

design guide for NW biosensors detecting fluorescence via lightguiding. 

The motivation to use NWs observed with a microscope is due to the fact that, although growing nanowires 

is a rather difficult and expensive process e.g. done via metalorganic vapour-phase epitaxy (MOVPE), only 

a millimeter sized chip of a substrate with NWs is needed for a single device, and it is possible to achieve 

uniform dimensions of NWs and to scale-up their production. Development of nanofabrication 

technologies, e.g. displacement Talbot lithography19 for nanopatterning, improves scalability and 

uniformity even further. As for simplicity of detection, in case of lightguiding, detection is done using a 

widefield microscope available in most research institutions, even though a weak signal in case of low 

concentration of fluorophores presents as issue which has to be circumvented by using a powerful source 

of light (laser) and employing denoising image analysis. 

Additionally, this thesis involves a brief outlook on noble metal fluorescent nanoclusters templated by 

DNA, which is another growing field of nanobioscience, and is proposed as possible direction for our future 

research on molecular motors and lightguiding NWs. 

Chapter 1. Principles of TW and LM motion and requirements for studying the motors 

1.1. Lawnmower 
The motion of molecular walkers typically involves a track, motion along which is typically desired to be 

processive and directional. This can be achieved by introducing directional bias in the track or motor, often 

by a burnt-bridges ratchet mechanism1. Burnt-bridges ratchet (BBR) motors rely on a mechanism by which 

the motor modifies a substrate such that it becomes non-binding or energetically unfavorable to bind to in 

the locations already passed by the motor. Because of that, the motor tends towards previously unexplored 

locations by diffusion, in addition to which some motors are themselves a source of forces, e.g. 

chemophoretic28, that are not applied externally but result from the motor interactions with its substrate. 

This results in a superdiffusive motion, achieving which is the goal.  

There is a range of superdiffusive BBR motors, including bead based motors created recently and showing 

processive motion2,28,29 and molecular spiders 30–32 but, in contrast with LM, which is autonomous by its 

design, many of them move due to agents externally supplied to the buffer. Additionally, LM is a protein-

based motor. 

The diffusivity of the motion can be extracted from mean squared displacement (MSD) of multiple motors 

(ensemble-averaged MSD), or a single motor over time (time-averaged MSD)33: MSD ∝ 𝐷𝑔𝜏𝛼 where 𝐷𝑔 – 
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generalized diffusion constant, 𝜏 –  time (for ensemble-averaged MSD) or time lag (for time-averaged 

MSD), 𝛼 – anomalous diffusion coefficient. The motion is called superdiffusive when 𝛼 > 1.7  

LM has multiple legs (motors of this type are known as polyvalent) attached to a 2.8 μm bead, and each leg 

incorporates a trypsin protease that cleaves the peptides on a substrate (Figure 1a). The cleavage rectifies 

diffusion of the motor, creating a directional bias towards previously unvisited substrate (Figure 2). The 

LM motion on 2D substrate has been recently studied in simulations34 and experiments by our collaborators 

in Nancy Forde group at Simon Fraser University, who specialize in physics of artificial motors. 

Furthermore, it was found through Monte Carlo simulations that constraining the width of a substrate and 

thus arranging a quazi-1D track can facilitate superdiffusive motion of a polyvalent BBR motor, which on 

such a track also stays attached for a longer time compared to a 2D substrate.35 Inspired by this result, we 

made peptide containing channels on SiO2 to investigate the LM motion in the channels experimentally. 

We also studied the LM motion on peptide functionalized 2D SiO2 surfaces. Our initial results are 

summarized in Section 3.1. of this thesis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. LM motor on a peptide substrate. Reproduced from ref. 34 with permission from the Royal Society of 

Chemistry.. 

1.2. Tumbleweed 
TW is being designed and synthetized in Paul Curmi group at UNSW and has three protein domains (feet, 

see Figure 1b) which are repressors binding to a double stranded DNA oligonucleotide track; we use 

synthetic tracks with three repeated repressor-binding sequences. The binding each repressor depends on 

one of three ligands: S-Adenosyl methionine, L-tryptophane and NiCl2. Thus, it is possible to switch pairs 

of ligands in buffer so that the TW feet sequentially bind and unbind, stepping onto the track in pairs to 

prevent the detachment of the entire motor from the track (Figure 3). TW bears a fluorescent label, however 

observation of its stepping is challenging for a number of reasons. Firstly, the steps covered by the motor 

are as small as 10-15 nm. Furthermore, DNA track has to be straight to ensure observation of the steps. The 

contour length of a minimal track, with only three binding sites (ABC), is about 40 nm which is close to 

the persistence length of the double stranded DNA (around 50 nm)36; therefore, the track can be slightly 

curved. Switching between buffers with different ligands needs to be done multiple times without 

perturbations in the DNA track; for that, a microfluidic device has been developed in our group37. Finally, 

in case of a repetitive ABC track, multiple identical motors can bind to identical sites in close proximity. 

Our current goal is to find a method to detect multiple steps of the TW, ideally controlling the direction. 
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Figure 3. Tumbleweed steps along a DNA that has three binding sites (ABC), upon a change of ligands in the buffer. 

The motor consist of three protein domains, fluorescent label is in the centre of the construct. When the pair of 

ligands a and b is in the buffer, the TW is bound to sites A and B with two of the domains (blue and orange), and 

when the ligand pair is changed to b and c, the blue domain unbinds from A, and TW remains bound to B but also 

binds to C with the purple domain. 

Chapter 2. Methods for characterization of artificial molecular motors 

2.1. FRET and spectroscopy methods 
Here we would like to introduce the techniques that have previously been used in molecular motor studies 

and are therefore options for our studies of the TW motor. The most extensively used methods for observing 

artificial molecular motors motion are microscopy, FRET and spectroscopy. In the following we review 

how these methods have been used previously to characterize synthetic molecular motors and evaluate them 

for possible use to study TW. 

The efficiency of FRET is inversely proportional to 1 + (
𝑟

𝑅
)

6
, where 𝑟 – the distance in a FRET pair, 𝑅 – 

50 % efficiency distance38. That stems from a spectral overlap between donor and acceptor; a larger overlap 

increases the distance39 but also the parasitic signal. Parts of a moving motor are continuously repositioning 

relative to each other and to the track, and hence it is often possible to see the motion using FRET. For a 

DNA walker that moves due to hydrolysis of single stranded DNA serving as a fuel, the kinetics have been 

investigated by attachment of a FRET pair on the motor and fuel and observing FRET in the bulk40,41, or, 

also in the bulk, mounting a fluorophore-quencher pair on motor and track and tracking the quenching42. 

For the TW motor, FRET would enable to see a single step of 10-15 nm if the motor and track are labelled 

with a FRET pair dyes. The position of a track attached dye would need to be fixed relative to the motor to 

reduce inaccuracy, which is a task in itself as the track DNA can wobble and curve. 

Another popular tool for artificial molecular motors studies are spectroscopy techniques. For example, the 

Leigh group used 1H NMR spectra to observe catenane rotary motor and a walker motor.43,44 1H NMR, 13C 

NMR and circular dichroism (CD) spectra were employed to distinguish between rotational states of a 

molecular rotor5. 1H NMR and CD were used to observe photoinduced transitions of the motor17. However, 

spectroscopy typically requires fixed buffer conditions not feasible for TW, the motility of which relies on 

buffer change. 

2.2. Microscopy techniques 
Optical microscopy is diffraction limited because the Airy disk radius is the smallest distance over which 

several objects do not merge in a single spot. The  𝑟 =
0.61𝜆

NA
 , where 𝜆 is the observed wavelength, NA is 

the numerical aperture of the objective. Consequently, optical microscopy is useful when the resolution 

beyond the diffraction limit is not required, e.g. for sufficiently large molecular motors like the bead-based 

LM, or when the motion is analyzed on a large scale. For example, fluorescent microscopy has been used, 

augmented by single molecule localization software and pre-processing smoothing and drift correction, for 

imaging and batch analysis of trajectories of DNA origami motors, even though each motor was smaller 

than a diffraction limited spot28. 
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Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) is still limited by diffraction but improves signal-

to noise ratio. TIRF is often used for single molecule FRET or imaging of molecular motors. Noise is 

suppressed by harnessing the evanescent field of internally reflected light to avoid exciting fluorophores 

located deeper in the sample than the evanescent field penetrates, and thus to suppress the background 

signal. Intensity of the evanescent field decreases exponentially38. In prism-based TIRF, a prism enables 

the light to hit the coverslip, while the objective detects the fluorescence on the other side of the sample 

chamber. In more commonly used objective-based TIRF, both excitation and emission light goes through 

the objective in an inverted microscope45. Prism-based TIRF was used to detect a single molecule FRET 

signal of an operating, rotary DNA motor (Figure 4a, 4b)46, while objective-based TIRF was used in another 

single molecule FRET observation of the motion of a DNA walker47.  

Objective-based TIRF requires an objective with a high numerical aperture (NA) because 𝜃𝑐 < 𝜃 < 𝛼, 

where 𝜃𝑐 is the critical angle of total internal reflection, 𝜃 is the angle feasible for the objective, and 𝛼 =

arcsin (
NA

𝑛
) for an immersion media with refractive index 𝑛. Therefore, larger NA enables larger TIRF 

angles which, in turn, allow for a less penetrative evanescent field. Oil immersion objectives have NA > 

1.45, while noil ≈ 1.51 ≈ nglass minimizes reflections on the oil-glass interface. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Prism based TIRF and DNA catenane motor with attached FRET pair; (b) oscillating FRET signal upon 

rotation of the rotor ring of the motor. Reproduced with permission from ref. 46. Copyright © 2018, Springer 
Nature. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is also used to study motions of artificial motors, given that they 

are visible by electron microscopy after sample preparation. In recent studies, TEM was used to detect light-

driven rotation, and formation of supramolecular assembles containing rotary motors, in combination with 

UV-Vis, CD and 1H NMR spectroscopy and DLS.13 TEM was also used to detect a Au nanorod motor 

moving along DNA origami positions.48  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a probe scanning technique which allows for nanometer resolution and 

can thus be used to see even small motors. AFM typically involves a laser and a probe which reflects the 

laser beam that then hits a segmented photodetector; therefore, position of the beam on the detector indicates 

the interaction between the probe and sample surface. High speed AFM (HS AFM) at frame rate 0.1 s-1 was 

used to observe steps of a DNA motor on a complementary track as small as 7.4 nm, the result was 

confirmed using fluorescence quenching of four fluorophores along the track by a quencher on the motor49. 

Through reducing dimensions of scanning by choosing a single line, HS AFM achieved the rate as high as 

0.5-1 ms per line to observe dynamics of annexin-V trimers rotation50. 

Methods which by design surpass the diffraction limit are called superresolution techniques. These include 

stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), photo-activation localization microscopy (PALM), 

stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy and structured illumination microcopy (SIM) which can 

be combined with TIRF. Superresolution techniques have been used to study a number of dynamic systems 

of natural molecular motors. For example, 50 nm spatial resolution and high temporal resolution was 

achieved using STED for proteins moving along a DNA stretched with optical tweezers51, and up to 120 
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nm resolution was obtained for cytoskeletal protein moving filaments using TIRF-SIM52. To our 

knowledge, these techniques have not been applied to artificial molecular motors. As for the TW, 

superresolution methods could potentially resolve its motion over a several steps distance, but unlikely a 

single step. 

Chapter 3. Characterization of Lawnmower and Tumbleweed.  

3.1. Lawnmower 
We studied the motion of LMs on SiO2 coated with a brush of F127 polymers to which the peptides were 

attached, similar as in 53. Time-averaged mean squared displacements were calculated for each motor as 

TA MSD =  
1

𝑇−𝜏
∑ (𝑟(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝑟(𝑡))2𝑇−𝜏

𝑡=0  where 𝑇 – total measurement time, 𝜏 – time lag. For TA MSDs, 

the important parameter to choose is the maximum time lag 𝜏 over which the displacement is calculated, as 

calculating MSD over larger time lags may induce averaging out the actual MSDs trend54. We assumed 0.1 

of the total duration of motion in a trajectory as the maximum time lag 𝜏 for that trajectory. From TA MSD 

for each motor, we calculated its anomalous diffusion coefficient (Section 1.1) as 𝛼 =  
𝑑(log MSD)

𝑑(log 𝜏)
. 

On a cleavable 2D peptide lawn, we observed (Figure 5a) a fraction of motors getting stuck due to 

nonspecific binding, while the others had 𝛼 close to 1, thus not demonstrating any noticeable superdiffusion. 

The motion of those LMs was similar to that of LMs on no-peptide substrate (just F127 polymers) (Figure 

5b). However, an intriguing observation was that when the protease activity was inhibited enzymatically, 

no LMs were moving (data not shown because 𝛼 for all motors was about zero), which indicates that 

unspecific binding between LMs and the substrate may issue the motion, being outplayed (but not 

completely) by protease cleavage of the lawn. 

Our major aim was to study the motion of LMs in quasi-1D channels (Figure 6a), constraining the motors 

in which was predicted by modelling to facilitate superdiffusion35 and control the motion by guiding the 

motors along the channels serving as tracks. Using electron beam lithography, we fabricated 1.5, 2.2 and 

2.8 μm wide channels in resist-coated SiO2, the depth of which was adjusted so that the 2.8 μm sized LMs 

could touch the bottom of the channels; fabrication was done in Lund Nano Lab by Pradheebha Surendiran. 

For LMs in these channels, we got 𝛼 > 1.2  for a few observed motors in 2.2 μm wide channels but 

remaining around 1 for most of them (Figure 6b).  

 

 
 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 5. 𝛼 coefficients (first row) and trajectories (second row) of LMs on (a) peptide lawn; (b) no-peptide 

substrate. The 𝛼’s are calculated from TA MSDs, maximum time lag 𝜏 is 0.1 of the total duration of a trajectory. 
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Figure 6. (a) LMs (dark dots) in channels on SiO2. The channels were fabricated by Pradheebha Surendiran using 

electron beam lithograpy in resist-coated SiO2. (b) Distribution of 𝛼 coefficients for LMs in 2.2 μm wide channels. 

The 𝛼’s are calculated from TA MSDs, maximum time lag 𝜏 is 0.1 of the total duration of a trajectory. 

3.2. Tumbleweed 
We attempted observing labelled TWs on tracks attached to a micron sized bead, so that the fluorescence 

from multiple motors forms a circular pattern around the bead (Figure 7a). The radius of this circle (Figure 

7b) can be localized with a subdiffraction accuracy (< 10 nm), similarly to how it is done in cell surface 

optical profilometry 55. However, detection of single steps of the motors was ultimately not successful due 

to unspecific binding of TWs to the beads and surrounding substrate. 

To minimize unspecific surface binding of the motors, we have tested several coatings for glass. On 

sonicated (in ethanol and 1M NaOH) and plasma cleaned glass, we applied PLL-PEG, and, as an alternative, 

Sigmacote with Pluronic F-12753. Additionally, we applied 5% Tween 20 treatment. We found that the best 

protection is provided by PLL-PEG, however some TWs still bind to the surface.  

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 7. (a) Detection of TW motors steps on DNAs attached to a bead by circles of fluorescence (in green). Radius 

of the circle of fluorescence around the bead (in green) was expected to be localized with subdiffraction accuracy, 

thus showing where are the motors; when they step towards the bead the circle would narrow. (b) Fluorescent signal 

from motors on DNAs on a bead.  

3.3. NWs in molecular motor studies 
For the future, we propose to observe the sub-diffraction steps of Tumbleweed using semiconductor NWs. 

Previously, gallium phosphide (GaP) NWs have been used to track actins moving up and down the vertical 

NWs by the change in fluorescence intensity observed from above (Figure 8a).25 This method allows for 

seeing larger scale motions (Figure 8b, 8c), but it cannot achieve the accuracy which would be enough to 

see the moving TW.  

The approach we propose is discussed further in this thesis and relies on the results we obtained when 

optimizing the dimensions of NWs for excitation enhancement, which are described below. 

   
Figure 8. (a) Fluorescent actin filaments moving across a heavy meromyosins (HMM) functionalized substrate and 

onto GaP NWs. (b) Fluorescence of a filament climbing down a NW, (c) up a NW. Reproduced from ref. 25 with 

permission from American Chemical Society. 

Chapter 4. Fluorescence waveguiding and enhancement in GaP nanowires. 

Fluorescent metal nanostructures.  

4.1. NWs and lightguiding 
For use in biosensing, nanowires (NWs) (Figure 9) have advantages such as high aspect ratio, controllable 

dimensions, suitability for surface modifications. In addition, the high refractive index n of semiconductor 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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materials such as GaP (n > 3.1 for visible light), which is also transparent for wavelengths of 570-1100 nm, 

facilitates optical waveguiding (lightguiding), when light propagates along the NWs and hence can be re-

emitted from their tips. Guiding of light may be used for biosensing23,24,56, trapping the light57, and 

characterization of diffusion in lipid bilayers22. Waveguiding n nanowires is also often studied for lasing, 

as a nanowire waveguide with cleaved ends presents a Fabry–Pérot cavity. 58–62  

 (a)  (b) 

Figure 9. SEM image of vertical NWs with Al2O3 thickness (a) 30 nm, (b) 115 nm on GaP substrate under 30° to the 

surface (both NWs have d = 109 ± 10 nm).  

Lightguiding NWs have been considered as optical fibers which means that there exist waveguide modes 

corresponding to optical resonances.63,64 As in a fiber, number of waveguide modes depends on normalized 

optical frequency 𝑉 = 𝜋
𝑑

𝜆
√𝑛1

2 − 𝑛0
2 where 𝑑 – diameter of the wire, 𝜆 – wavelength, 𝑛1 and 𝑛0 – refractive 

indexes of NW core and surrounding media respectively65; a fiber is single-mode at 𝑉 < 2.4. In GaP NWs, 

light guidance was found when 𝑉 > 2 (Figure 10a, 10b), which indicates that higher order waveguide modes 

facilitate lightguiding: local peaks in power coupled into the NWs were attributed, in addition to the one 

due to the fundamental HE11 wavegiuding mode, to the TE01 mode, combination of HE21,TM01 and 

EH11, combination of HE12, HE31 and EH21 and combination of TM02, TE02, and HE41 modes23. 

Importantly, coupling of light from fluorophores into waveguide modes of a NW is a near-field effect. 

Therefore, it ceases if the source of light (fluorophore) moves away from the NW’s surface further than on 

100 nm.  
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Figure 10. Dependence of power coupled with GaP NWs and asymmetry 𝑎 (the extent of light emitted from the tip 

of a NW) on (a) wavelength and (b) normalized optical frequency 𝑉 for three fluorescent dyes. Reproduced from ref. 
23 with permission from American Chemical Society. 

Additionally, the emitter type and location, as well as the polarization of emission, also affect fluorescence 

guiding. Emission extraction efficiency can be defined as  𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑃⁄  , where 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑝 is power of emission 

from the nanowire tip into the air, and 𝑃 is the total emission power (including emission to the substrate).66 

𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡  𝑖𝑠 higher at smaller radii, but at those radii there is a decrease in the Purcell factor 𝐶Purcell = 𝑃 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖⁄  

(here 𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖 is emission power into a homogenous surrounding with the same refractive index as of the NW) 

(Figure 11). Therefore for to maximize the emission, a tradeoff between 𝐶Purcell and 𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡is needed.66 If 

nanowire dimensions are tailored to fit the emitter, the signal intensity is enhanced, as it was shown for 

quantum dots67 .  

 

 

Figure 11. Emission extraction efficiency 𝜂ext and Purcell factor 𝐶Purcell for varied diameter of (a) a NW and (b) 

nanocone. Reproduced under Open Access license from 66. 

4.2. Enhancement of fluorescence by NWs 
Coupling of light from fluorophores located in proximity of a NW with the NW core is intertwined with 

fluorophore excitation enhancement, alteration in the radiative recombination rate of the fluorophore and 

emission directionality. For that reason, lightguiding in semiconductor NWs is often complemented by 

enhancement of fluorescence which is found in NWs and similar elongated structures of ZnO68–72, Si73 etc. 

The fluorescence enhancement has been recently described in 56,74–77. Except for the aforementioned 

emission by a NW, the components of that enhancement have not been previously studied independently. 

In contrast, in NW based SERS systems the plasmonic excitation enhancement due to metal coated or 

metallic NWs is extensively studied and employed.78–80  

As a part of the present work, fluorescence excitation enhancement has been studied as a stand-alone 

parameter, i.e. without the influence from the emission or recombination rate changes, using 

photobleaching. Total number of emitted photons by a fluorophore is 𝑁 =
𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑏
 where 𝑘𝑟 and 𝑘𝑏 – rates of 

radiative decay and irreversible photobleaching respectively.81,82 Thus, 𝑁 is independent of the excitation 

rate of the fluorophore but 𝑘𝑏 is a function of excitation intensity.83 Photobleaching may occur while 

fluorophores are in excited states, singlet and triplet ones.84 Triplet state occurs once in about 1000 cycles, 

it is long-lived but not irreversible.85 Detailed information about our study and its results follows in Section 

4.3. 
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4.3. Relevance and methodology of our study on excitation enhancement by NWs 
In the research article manuscript presented as a part of this thesis, we characterize one effect contributing 

to fluorescence guidance – the enhancement of excitation. The motivation for the study is that, to the best 

of our knowledge, no understanding has been achieved yet what dimension of NWs to choose to maximize 

excitation enhancement, although it has been demonstrated that the enhancement and lightguiding in NWs 

are diameter dependent23,64,66; therefore, knowing what diameters of NWs yield the best excitation 

enhancement, one can use those for applications.  

We measure experimentally the excitation enhancement at varied diameter of NWs, and model the 

enhancement. We also measure and model how the enhancement depends on distance between fluorophores 

and a NW, which we vary by increasing the thickness of Al2O3 on the NWs. The modelling, done by Nicklas 

Anttu (Aalto University, Åbo Akademi University), is based on solving the Maxwell equations with a finite 

elements method.86 Beyond just supporting our experimental results, the modelling shows how the 

enhancement changes with excitation wavelength and numerical aperture of the objective, thus expanding 

the findings to fluorophores and setups other than those we used for experiments. Below the methodology 

and results of the experimental part of the article are summarized, more detail on which are in the attached 

article manuscript. 

The experimental contribution to this work is fluorescence microscopy of NWs. We used a popular red dye 

Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), but the results are immediately relevant for all other 

fluorophores with a similar excitation spectrum, since the system is defined by excitation wavelength 

exclusively. To estimate the enhancement, we use experimental photobleaching curves (Figure 12) to 

measure the photobleaching rate 𝑅 of fluorophores on NWs (Figure 13a, 13b) from fitting with an exponent 

similar to that in 87: 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒−𝑅𝑡 + 𝐼𝑏 where 𝐼𝑏 – offset; 𝑅 is independent on absolute intensities and thus 

does not require a calibration, For many NW samples bleaching deviates from a monoexponetial decay 

(Figure 12a), so for fluorophores on NWs we disregard the signal beyond first 100 s of bleaching for 

consistency of analysis.  

For the diameters of NWs 𝑑 = 70-230 nm with 10 nm of Al2O3 coating applied via atomic layer deposition 

(ALD), we calculate 𝑀NW =
𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑝
 where 𝑝 – excitation power, and 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar corresponds to the 

excitation enhancement on NWs relative to that on planar GaP coated with Al2O3. 
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Figure 12. Typical photobleaching curves at varied excitation power at (a) DNW = 109±10 nm, 10 nm Al2O3 

coating; (b) GaP planar substrate. 
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Figure 13. Photobleaching rates for: (a) planar GaP and NWs of varied diameter d (in legend), 10 nm Al2O3 

coating; (b) d =109±10 nm with varied Al2O3 thickness (in legend). 

4.4. Experimental results 
We find that the enhancement 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar can be as large as a factor of five for 𝑑 = 90-130 nm (Figure 

14a). For the entire range 𝑑 = 70-230 nm we find that 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar > 1, which shows that all the studied 

NWs are enhancing the fluorescence compared to the signal on planar substrate. We also model 

𝑀NW/𝑀Planar, and find that the experimental result is in line with modelling, although the second peak that 

the modelling predicts at 𝑑 = 210-220 nm was not resolved in the experiment, which may be due to changes 

in the position of that peak because of tapering of NWs (see Figure 9a) neglected in simulations. 

Furthermore, the modelling predicts that the peaks sequence is reshaped for shorter excitation wavelength 

(down to 450 nm), with the major peak shifting towards smaller diameters of NWs (Figure 14b). 

At a fixed core diameter, we find that 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar decreases with increasing thickness of the Al2O3 

coating toxide (Figure 15), which also agrees with our modelling and demonstrates the strongest enhancement 

when toxide does not exceed 10 nm. We attribute this to the difference of optical properties of Al2O3 (n=1.77 
88 for our excitation conditions) and GaP (n = 3.3189), due to which Al2O3 cannot support the coupling of 

light with the NW. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 14. (a) Excitation enhancement on NWs of varied diameter with 10 nm of Al2O3. For experimental points 

marked with numbers N > 1, the result was averaged over N samples. (b) Modelled enhancement for varied 

excitation wavelength, NWs with 10 nm of Al2O3 were simulated.  
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Figure 15. Excitation enhancement on NWs 𝑑  = 109±10 nm at different toxide, thickness of Al2O3. 
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Chapter 5. Outlook and plans of further studies  

5.1. Employing NWs to see Tumbleweed stepping 
Our study demonstrates that only the fluorophores located at a distance <80 nm from the NW core are 

involved in lightguiding, and the excitation increases quickly as fluorophores are located closer to the NW 

core surface. Based on that, we suggest to observe the nanoscale motions of the Tumbleweed motor by 

using DNA tracks anchored with by one end to the NW surface (Figure 16a). The length of a track consisting 

of a full set of three binding sites (ABC, see Figure 3) together with the anchoring part is about 40 nm and 

thus comparable to the persistence length of the double stranded DNA (≈ 50 nm)36. Therefore, if necessary, 

the track can be built into a DNA origami for extra stability in order to help keep the DNA straightened, 

provided that the origami construct is sufficiently rigid as a whole. Already when the TW motor moves a 

few steps from the NW, its fluorescence would weaken, and its bleaching would slow down, since the 

excitation and emission enhancement induced by NW will be lost. Fluorescence will also no longer be 

emitted from the tip of the NW which could be seen from altered peak in point spread function (PSF). These 

changes in fluorescence can indicate if molecular motors are moving along the track towards or away from 

the NW. For a track walking molecular motor, one could see when the motor approaches the NW. An option 

for a short track is also to attach a FRET acceptor to the anchored end of the track (Figure 16b) so that a 

FRET pair is formed between donors on moving motors and the acceptor.  

  
 

Figure 16. TW motors on DNA attached to a NW with (a) fluorescence for a label on TW being guided to the 

NW tip; (b) fluorescence is from a FRET acceptor on the DNA. 

5.2. Calcium sensor based on NWs 
Another potential application we propose for GaP NWs is a sensor for Ca2+ that would employ S100G, a 

protein to which Ca2+ ions bind. The domains of S100G assemble in presence of Ca2+, and one of them may 

be attached to the NW surface. The other domain is planned to bear a fluorophore which would allow for 

detection of binding between the domains when there are the ions in the buffer.  

5.3. Metal nanoclusters on nucleic acids as an alternative approach to fluorescence biosensors 
An interesting class of biosensors is based on fluorescent noble metal nanoclusters (NC) on DNA. These 

were used for e.g. detection of Pb2+ and L-histidine using Ag NCs modified DNA molecular beacons and 

DNAzymes90, ATP detection with Ag NCs containing DNA beacons 91, label-free detection of HIV-DNA 

by interaction between of NCs DNA and carbon nanoparticles92. Such NCs, containing 2-30 atoms93, are 

formed because nucleobases, predominantly cytosine and guanine94, can coordinate metal ions in presence 

of a reduction agent. The Ag NCs on a single stranded (ss-) DNA were first described in 200495 and since 

(a) (b) 
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then various NCs, mostly Ag and Au, have been drawing a lot of attention as unique fluorophores that are 

small yet offer good quantum yield, brightness, and photostability. Recent advances in this field are 

described in reviews 96,97. The sequence specific formation of NCs with different colour has been achieved 

on ss-DNA98; when such DNA with NCs hybridizes with guanine rich complementary strand, the NCs 

fluorescence increases99. That is the principle behind DNA NCs molecular beacons for biosensing, the 

advantage of which over conventional beacons is that NCs eliminate the need in a fluorophore-quencher 

pair. Even though ss-DNA provides better access to the coordinating positions on nucleobases, it is possible 

to make NCs on ds-DNA as well100, at a price of a lower quantum yield. DNA templated NCs or molecular 

beacons with NCs could be attached to GaP NWs which would enhance and guide NCs fluorescence. 

5.4. Further studies on the physics of lightguiding  
A further advancement of our study would be to study how NWs alter emission of fluorophores by affecting 

their radiative recombination rate 𝑟rad. Provided that the respective quantum yield QY =
rrad

rrad+rnon-rad
 is high, 

it would be possible to estimate from an experiment how 𝑟rad changes, as on a NW 𝑟rad, NW = 𝐶Purcell𝑟rad   

For this experiment, it could be promising to use fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), and a 

fluorophore with a high QY and relatively long lifetime.  

Lifetime is affected by environment of fluorophore, including buffer, oxidation, FRET etc. but not by the 

concentration of fluorophores, as well as the parameters of setup, i.e. excitation and focal plane 101. There 

are two types of FLIM, time domain (TD) and frequency domain (FD). In TD FLIM, cameras collect the 

signal for a varied time (gating) after the excitation, and the exponential decay of fluorescence is 

reconstructed to find the lifetime. The limitations of TD FLIM are slower acquisition due to a camera 

exposure time, and dynamic range which may not allow to measure lifetime in highly bright samples.102 

TD FLIM suits well for fluorophores with a long lifetime, unlike Alexa Fluor 647 dye we are currently 

using, which has lifetime of only 1 ns. A better option for FLIM to study the emission on NWs would be 

Alexa Fluor 488 dye with a lifetime of 4.1 ns and QY of 0.92; however, the excitation band of the 488 dye 

overlaps with the absorption of 50 nm Au particles used for nanowires growth, and the absorption of GaP. 

There are alternatives with lifetimes as long as 20 ns103. In FD FLIM, the sample is excited with a sinusoidal 

pulse, and lifetime is measured from the phase shift of the emission signal from the excitation. FD 

measurements can be the choice for the system of multiple fluorophores species with different lifetime.  
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ABSTRACT. The optical properties of vertical semiconductor nanowires (NWs) allow for 

effective enhancement of the fluorescence signal from surface-bound fluorophores and have been 

proven to be useful in high-sensitivity biosensing. One of the major factors contributing to signal 

enhancement is thought to be the enhancement of the incident light at the positions of the 
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fluorophores, leading to a stronger fluorescence signal. Here, we combine light-scattering 

modelling with fluorescence photobleaching experiments to quantify the excitation enhancement 

in the optical near-field as a function of the distance between a fluorophore and NW sidewall. In 

agreement with the modeling results, we find that the photobleaching rate, indicative of the 

excitation light intensity, decreases within a few tens of nanometers from the NW sidewall. The 

enhancement is strongest for a certain range of NW diameters at a given excitation wavelength. 

Based on our experimentally validated model, we also predict that the excitation enhancement on 

NWs can be further enhanced by reducing the numerical aperture of the illumination objective. 

Our results help to quantitatively explain the observed fluorescence enhancement of NWs, and can 

be used to design NW-based optical systems for enhancing the incident light intensity for 

biosensing and other applications. 
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Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) can be used to enhance fluorescence signals and are thus 

promising systems for high-sensitivity optical biosensing. Such fluorescence signal enhancement 

has been demonstrated in a range of material systems, first for ZnO nanorods1,2, and further found 

for similar nanostructures of  ZnO3–6, GaP7,8, Si9,10, InAs11. One contributing factor to the signal 

enhancement is a lightguiding effect, whereby light emitted by surface-bound fluorophores is 

guided to the NW tip, leading to emission localized at the tip, as demonstrated using SiO2-coated 

GaP NWs 7,8,12 and ZnO nanorods 13,14. The potential of fluorescent enhancement for high-

sensitivity biosensing has been demonstrated in a number of biomolecular systems15, including the 

use of ZnO NRs to detect human α-fetoprotein (AFP),16 for label-free fluorescence detection of 

ATP17 and for CEA biomarker fluorescence detection in sandwich immunoassays5.  GaP NWs 

have been used for the single-molecule detection of proteins diffusing in supported lipid bilayers18, 

and for the antibody-based detection of a range of protein biomarkers in low concentration in 

human serum.8 The bioassay experiments5,8 yielded an estimate of a total signal enhancement by 

a factor of 10-20 achievable with fluorophores bound to GaP NWs with wavelength-matching 

diameter, compared to fluorophores bound to a flat surface, consistent with an increased limit of 

detection by a factor of 10 observed using ZnO nanorods5. 

The lightguiding effect in NWs relies on the high refractive index of the NW material, together 

with an optimal NW diameter and a matching wavelength of emitted light.12,19,20 These parameters 

define how many waveguide modes can be supported by the NW.12,21 In general, a modification 

of a signal from a fluorophore due to the proximity of a NW is a complicated process that is 

predicted to include at least three separate optical effects: (1) The enhancement (or suppression) 

of excitation intensity at the location of the fluorophore, (2) the modification of the probability to 
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collect emitted photons, and (3) the modification of the radiative recombination rate of the 

fluorophore that affects the radiative yield of the fluorophore and hence detected signal intensity 

22. The overall fluorescence signal modification (as measured e.g. with fluorescent microscopy 

imaging) is then expected to depend on these three factors.  

Excitation enhancement in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has been extensively 

investigated 23–25 in metallic nanostructures. However, it has not been previously studied for 

fluorophores in the vicinity of semiconductor nanostructures.  

Here, we study the modification of the fluorescence excitation intensity. We used vertical GaP 

NWs, chosen for exhibiting strong fluorescence enhancement due to their high refractive index (> 

3.1 for visible light) and a low absorption coefficient for λ > 460 nm26, which limits parasitic 

absorption of excitation light and fluorescence signal. Moreover, due to its indirect band gap, GaP 

does not exhibit any inherent photoluminescence, which otherwise could interfere with the signal 

from the fluorophores. A thin Al2O3 oxide layer was added to the GaP NWs to make it amenable 

to a large variety of surface functionalization schemes, and to be able to control the distance 

between the fluorophores and the NW surface. 

We used the Maxwell equations to solve theoretically the scattering of light by the NWs and 

substrate, considering the numerical aperture (NA) of the illumination objective. The results allow 

us to predict the enhancement of the incident light intensity at the location of the fluorophores. 

The modelling predicts a clear peak in this excitation enhancement for a GaP NW diameter of 110 

nm for the excitation wavelength of 640 nm (also used in our experiments). Our model also 

predicts a rapid drop in the excitation enhancement when increasing the Al2O3 oxide thickness on 

the surface of the GaP NW, which is the equivalent of moving the fluorophore further away from 

the sidewall of the NW. 
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In parallel, we introduce a method to study the near-field enhancement experimentally by 

measurements of the power dependent photobleaching rate of the fluorescence for different NW 

diameters and oxide thicknesses. Bleaching curves provide information about the state of 

fluorophores. This information is independent on the exact number of fluorophores in an observed 

location and does not require any absolute calibration of the signal level. As a reference, we use 

the bleaching rate of a planar samples to normalize for the inherent bleaching characteristics of the 

fluorophores, which are not included in the above optics modelling. The modification of the 

photobleaching rate in our experiments is expected to be directly proportional to the enhancement 

of the excitation at the location of the fluorophore. The experiments are in excellent quantitative 

agreement with the theoretical predictions, confirming the strong dependence of the excitation on 

the NW diameter, and the decay of the excitation enhancement with the distance to the NWs. 

Furthermore, we predict a strong effect on the excitation enhancement from the numerical aperture 

(NA) of the illumination objective. Our results contribute to quantitative understanding of the 

observed fluorescence enhancement by semiconducting NWs and can be used to optimize the NW 

dimensions for biosensing and other applications where signal enhancement is desirable.  

Methods 

Model for photobleaching 

The rate of fluorophore photobleaching R increases with an excitation light intensity27,28 and can 

thus be used to estimate the excitation intensity, provided that the increase is linear. In our 

experiments we confirmed that R increases linearly with the excitation power p (Figure S3c, S3d), 

indicating that we do not have any signal saturation. Therefore, the excitation enhancement 

provided by NWs can be obtained from measuring 𝑀NW/𝑀planar, where  𝑀NW =
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𝑑𝑅NW

𝑑𝑝
,  𝑀planar =

𝑑𝑅planar

𝑑𝑝
, 𝑅NW is the photobleaching rate for the fluorophores bound to  NW’s 

oxide coating, and 𝑅planar is the corresponding rate on a planar reference sample. 

Electromagnetic optics simulations 

By modelling the electric field |E(rfluor)|
2 induced by the incident light at the location rfluor of a 

fluorophore, we obtained the contribution of the excitation enhancement to the modification of the 

bleaching rate.  

Briefly, we modeled the diffraction of incident light by solving the Maxwell equations with the 

finite-element method in Comsol Multiphysics, similarly as in 22. The optical response of the 

constituent materials is described by their respective refractive indexes n. For GaP, we used n = 

3.3126 , for Al2O3 n=1.77 29, and for surrounding media n = 1.33, which is the refractive index of 

water. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of nanowire in modelling. (b) Modelled enhancement of the incident 

intensity for d = 110 nm, toxide = 10 nm, L = 2000 nm, NA = 1, and λ = 640 nm. 

We modelled a single vertical NW of diameter d and length L standing on top of a semi-infinite 

GaP substrate, with a conformal Al2O3 oxide of thickness toxide, coating the surface of the NW and 

the substrate (see Figure 1). The modelling is done for the excitation wavelength λ = 640 nm, 
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corresponding to the laser wavelength used in the experiments. For the illumination in a widefield 

microscope, we assume incoherent light from all angles θinc within the NA of the illumination 

objective (that is, we consider θinc < asin(NA/n) for the illumination). For a NA = 1 used in the 

experiments, and the surrounding water of n = 1.33, this corresponds to θinc < 49°. We modelled 

the |E(rfluor)|
2 that an incident plane wave gives rise to, separately for each incident angle and for 

each of the two orthogonal polarization states. For the overall enhancement, we integrate over the 

contributing angles and both polarization states. This procedure results in a modelled excitation 

enhancement �̃�NW(𝐫fluor) for a given fluorescence position. By averaging over the axial position 

of the fluorophore on the nanowire sidewall, we obtain 𝑀NW, the average enhancement for surface 

bound fluorophores, as compared to fluorophores located in water (without NW, oxide layer or 

substrate present). For a reference, we model also 𝑀Planar, the variation in incident light intensity 

on a fluorophore located on top of an Al2O3 toxide = 10 nm planar layer deposited on a GaP substrate.  

We refer the reader to the Supporting Information (SI) for full technical details. 

 

Nanowire growth and attachment of fluorophores 

GaP nanowires were vertically grown using metalorganic vapour-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) 

seeded by 50 nm Au nanoparticles (see SI Section 1 for the growth details). For experiments at 

varied NW core diameter, we used NWs with L = 1.7-4.8 µm coated with toxide = 10 nm Al2O3 

using ALD (Savannah S100, Cambridge NanoTech). When the Al2O3 thickness was varied, NW 

samples from a single growth were used, with d  = 109 ± 10 nm, L = 1.7±0.2 µm (Figure S1). For 

the density and length of all the samples used in this study, see Figure S2a.  

For functionalization with fluorophores, Al2O3 coated NWs were glued into flow channels (ibidi 

GmbH) (See SI Section 2) and washed with PBS buffer (P4417, Sigma-Aldrich), pH 6, then 
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incubated for 5 minutes with biotin-BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) 30 µM in PBS. Unbound BSA was then 

washed away from the chamber using PBS buffer, and the sample was incubated for 5 minutes 

with 50 µL of Alexa Fluor 647 streptavidin conjugate (S21374, ThermoFisher Scientific), 30 µM 

in PBS pH 7.2, in the dark. After washing off the excess of unbound dyes with PBS buffer, the 

samples were kept in the dark until imaging. Both surface functionalization and imaging were 

carried out at room temperature. 

Microscopy and image analysis 

For imaging, we used a Nikon TE2000-U microscope with a Nikon Fluor 60x/1.00w DIC water 

immersion objective (See Supporting Information Section 2 for setup details). For image analysis, 

we used ImageJ 30 with a custom script for correction for the lateral drift of a sample. We used 

Huang31 or, typically for denser samples, Otsu32 automatic thresholding for detection of sparsely 

located NWs (Figure S2b). We also applied additional restrictions on circularity and size of 

selected spots to select predominantly single NWs. Photobleaching curves were built using the 

average intensity in the detected areas in all frames. We fitted the curves with a monoexponential 

model similar to that in33: 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒−𝑅𝑡 + 𝐼𝑏, where 𝑅 is a photobleaching rate, 𝐼𝑏 is an offset. To 

exclude deviations from monoexponential decay observed in the longer time (Figure 2a), only the 

data from first 100 s of photobleaching were analyzed for consistency of analysis between all the 

NW samples. However, for fluorophores on a planar GaP, where bleaching is the slowest (Figure 

2b), we observe less deviation from monoexponential decay compared to the NWs samples.  

Therefore, for the planar GaP reference sample we expand the time window to achieve better 

quality of the exponential fit and hence a more reliable value for 𝑅 . 
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Figure 2. Typical photobleaching curves for two different excitation powers, for (a) a NW 

sample with d = 109 ± 10 nm, toxide = 10 nm, and  (b) a GaP planar substrate with the same toxide). 

Results 

Modelling 

In Figure 3, we show the modelled ratio 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
 for varying d at fixed toxide = 10 nm, NA = 1, and 

L = 2000 nm, with 𝑀planar = 0.57, such that ratios 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
  > 1.75 correspond to an enhancement 

of excitation on the NW surface (compared to the fluorophore free in the liquid). For all considered 

d, we find that 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
> 1, starting from a value of 3.5 at the smallest d = 50 nm, with a peak of 

8.9 at d = 115 nm. There is a second peak of 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
= 6.6 at d = 220 nm. When fixing d = 110 

nm, that is, at the peak of  
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
, and varying toxide (Figure 3), the model predicts a rapid drop 

from 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
= 8.9 at toxide = 10 nm to 

𝑀NW

𝑀planar
= 2.85 at toxide = 80 nm. Such a rapid drop with 

(a) (b) 
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increasing distance away from the sidewall of the GaP NW is expected based on the spatially 

resolved enhancement of the incident intensity in the vicinity of the nanowire (Figure 1b and, for 

variation of toxide, Figure S9). From this spatially resolved enhancement, it is also expected that a 

variation of the nanowire length has only a minor effect on the enhancement: for L = 2000 nm, we 

find as many as nine interference lobes in the axial direction, and hence a variation of the NW 

length is expected to average over those multiple lobes. Indeed, in Supporting Information Figure 

S6, we found only weak dependence of the enhancement with varying L for L > 500 nm. As 

discussed in more detail in the Supporting Information (in connection to Supporting Information 

Figure S7), the peak that shows up at d ≈ 110 nm and at d ≈ 220 nm shifts linearly with varying 

the excitation wavelength (or more accurately, in a way that keeps the ratio dpeaknGaP(λ)/λ constant).  

Experiments  

When plotting 𝑅 measured experimentally for different excitation powers, the slope is 

considered as the modification 𝑀 of photobleaching rate, 𝑀 =
𝑑𝑅(𝑝)

𝑑𝑝
 , where 𝑝 is the excitation 

power (Figure S3c, S3d). The data obtained with different NWs batch of similar diameter (±10 

nm) were averaged in Figure; the data without averaging are shown in Error! Reference source 

not found.S4. The measurements on NWs with fixed toxide = 10 nm (Figure3) show an 

enhancement 
𝑀NW

𝑀planar
 > 5 for diameters 90-140 nm, in good agreement with the predictions from 

the modelling. At all diameters of nanowires (70-240 nm) used in the experiments, we observed 

𝑀NW

𝑀planar
> 1. We note that the modelling predicts a second, less-pronounced peak at d = 220 nm, 

which we did not observe experimentally. 
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Figure 3. Experimental photobleaching rate enhancement and modelled excitation enhancement 

𝑀NW/𝑀planar as a function of GaP NW core diameter 𝑑, for NA = 1,  𝜆 = 640 nm, toxide = 10 nm. 

Numbers N > 1 indicate where multiple close-lying data points for samples with similar diameter 

were averaged, and standard deviation was taken as the error where it exceeds the measurement 

error. (for the raw data, see Figure S4).  

 When increasing toxide for the NW core diameter at d = 109 ± 10 nm, close to where we observed 

maximum enhancement, we measured a rapid decay of the enhancement with increasing toxide 

(Figure 4), which agrees with the modelling. 
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Figure 4. Normalized experimental photobleaching rate enhancement and modelled excitation 

enhancement for NA = 1 and 𝜆 = 640 nm as a function of toxide (the normalization is performed 

with 𝑀planar for 10 nm oxide thickness). For the experiments, we used GaP NWs with d =109 ± 

10 nm. For the modelling, we assumed a fixed d = 110 nm. 

Modelling of auxiliary effects 

Now that we have validated the modelling approach by the good agreement with experiments, 

we extend the study by additional modelling investigations. By varying the NA, we find that the 

modelled 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar is expected to strongly increase with decreasing NA at the peak at d = 115 

nm (Figure 5). By moving to NA = 0.05, we predict an increase to 
𝑀NW

𝑀Planar
= 42 from the  

𝑀NW

𝑀Planar
= 

8.9 at NA = 1, that is, an increase by a factor of 5. This enhancement is partly due to the decrease 

in 𝑀Planar from 0.57 to 0.39 and partly due to an increase from 5.1 to 16.4 in 𝑀NW. Thus, at this 

peak, the NW and planar surface show opposite tendencies in the field enhancement with 

decreasing NA. The planar surface shows increased partial destructive interference between 
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incident and reflected light, which decreases the electric field strength just above the surface. This 

destructive interference works more efficiently for normally incident light compared to light 

incident from a distribution of angles. In the case of NWs, in contrast, at the peak at d ≈ 110 nm, 

it appears that the field enhancement is dominated by light incident from a narrow cone close to 

normal incidence, as supported by Figure S8 for angle-resolved field enhancement. Thus, with the 

peak at d ≈ 110 nm, by decreasing the NA, we can increase the relative excitation of fluorophores 

at NW sidewall compared to fluorophores on the planar oxide surface between the nanowires or 

free in the liquid (we note that in contrast, the peak at d ≈ 220 nm disappears as the NA is decreased 

(Figure 5): Indeed, from Figure S8, we find that for this peak the contribution to the enhancement 

originates from larger angles, which are filtered out by decreasing the NA. 

 

Figure 5. Modelled 𝑀NW/𝑀planar for 𝐿 = 2000 nm at λ = 640 nm, varying NA, and toxide = 10 

nm. The simulations are performed with a step of 5 nm in d. Here, 𝑀planar decreases from 0.57 to 

0.39 as NA is decreased from 1.3 to 0.05. 

Such tailoring of the NA to enhance the excitation around the nanowire sidewall has the potential 

of reducing parasitic signal from unbound fluorophores (through the increase in 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar). 
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In addition, for a given laser power on a fixed illumination area, a smaller NA yields a stronger 

excitation of the fluorophores at the NW sidewall (through the increase in 𝑀NW). 

𝑀NW depends additionally on 𝐿 (Figure S6), however the dependence on 𝐿 is negligible when 

𝐿 ≥ 1.5𝜆; such weak dependence on 𝐿 is expected also from the regular interference-like pattern 

with rather short period along the nanowire axis in Figure 1b). 

Furthermore, we show with modelling that when the excitation wavelength is shorter than 640 

nm, the enhancement maxima shift in a predictable manner to smaller diameters (Figure S7), which 

is useful for lightguiding systems employing other wavelengths.  

 

Conclusions 

To conclude, we studied the dependence of excitation enhancement in oxide coated GaP NWs 

and found that diameters of 90-140 nm and oxide thickness of 10 nm maximize the enhancement 

for widely used red excitation wavelengths. Measurements of the photobleaching rate is 

demonstrated to be useful when comparing excitation between different samples without 

measuring absolute signals. The results are supported by finite element modelling of diffraction of 

incident light for fluorophores on planar surface and around NWs. We also simulate the 

dependence of excitation enhancement on NW length, excitation wavelength and NA of the 

objective. Importantly, we predict a strong increase in the enhancement with decreasing NA of the 

illumination objective, which has the potential of reducing parasitic signal from unbound 

fluorophores. 

 

ASSOCIATED CONTENT 
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Supporting Information 

Section 1. Nanowire growth 

GaP (111)B wafers were used as growth substrates. The seeding particles were deposited on a 

GaP wafer from aerosol. MOVPE growth was carried out at an Aix 200/4 (Aixtron AG) and started 

with axial growth at 480 °C to reach a desired length, followed by radial growth at 600 °C to 

increase the NW diameter from 50 nm (the diameter after axial growth equals to that of the seed 

particle) to a desired value. Reagents for the growth are phosphine (PH3), trimethylgallium 

(Ga(CH3)3) and HCl. The dimensions of NWs were measured with SEM Hitachi SU8010 (Hitachi 

Ltd). 

 

  

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure S1. SEM image of vertical NWs with Al2O3 thickness (a) 30 nm, (b) 115 nm on GaP 

substrate under 30° to the surface (both nanowires have d = 109±10 nm).  

Section 2. Sample preparation and imaging 

For imaging, GaP substrates with NWs were glued with double-sided sticky tape in ibidi 6 

channel slides and sealed with a glass coverslip (#1). 

Nikon TE2000-U microscope was used with installed quad-band filterset (Semrock) and 

EMCCD camera Andor iXON Life 897 (Andor Oxford Instruments). Fluorescence was excited 

with OBIS 640nm LX 100mW laser. Prior to imaging, laser excitation intensity was routinely 

calibrated using power meter Thorlabs PM100D. In our data, 100 % excitation power corresponds 

to 350 µW as measured when the power meter is placed on top of the used objective, in the light 

path within the microscope.  
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Figure S2. (a) Density and length of used NWs. (b) Fluorescence on NWs. In yellow – NW 

diffraction limited spot areas, average intensity from which was taken for the calculation of R.   

(a) (b) 
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Section 3. Power dependences of photobleaching rate 
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Figure S3. Photobleaching rates for (a) planar GaP and NWs of varied d , 10 nm Al2O3 coating; 

(b) d = 109±10 nm, varied Al2O3 thickness. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure S4. Experimental photobleaching rate enhancement before averaging of neighboring d 

datapoints (in rectangles).  
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 Figure S5. Fluorescence intensity at the onset of photobleaching at varied excitation power for two NW 

diameters. 

Section 4. Additional technical details of optics modelling 

We assume that the photo-excitation-de-excitation cycle of a fluorophore is dominated by the 

time it takes for a flurophore to get excited. Furthermore, we assume that the excitation probability 

of a fluorophore is proportional to the electric field strength squared, |𝐄(𝑟, 𝑧)|2, which shows 

circular symmetry for the circularly symmetric geometrical system and illumination condition 

(here, we have assumed that the excitation of the fluorophore does not show anisotropy with regard 

to the orientation of the local electric field). Thus, we assume that we are far from saturation in 

illumination power – this assumption we assessed experimentally by observing that the bleaching 

rate increase stays linear with increasing illumination power (Figure S5, saturation would show up 

as sublinear power dependence). 

We model the diffraction of incident light by solving the Maxwell equations with the finite-

element method in Comsol Multiphysics similarly as in 22.The optical response of the constituent 

materials is described by their respective refractive indexes n. For GaP, we use values from 26, for 

Al2O3 from29, and for the surrounding water, we use n = 1.33. 

We consider a plane wave at (vacuum) wavelength λ incident from a direction given by the polar 

angle θinc and azimuth angle øinc with polarization state pol. These incidence angles are defined 

such that 𝑘𝑧,𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 𝑘0𝑛inccos (θinc), 𝑘𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑐 = 𝑘0𝑛inc sin(θinc) cos(øinc), and 𝑘𝑦,𝑖𝑛𝑐 =

𝑘0𝑛inc sin(θinc) sin(øinc). Here, 𝑛inc is the (wavelength-dependent) refractive index in the 

medium from which light is incident from. For the polarization, we use two orthogonal states, 

chosen as s and p polarization here, where s polarization shows a zero value for the z component 
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of the electric field of the incident light (for the special case of θinc = 0 we choose s polarization 

to be an incident plane wave whose electric field is y polarized). 

We use a scattered field formulation. There, we use as background field 𝐄bg(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, øinc, pol) 

the analytically known solution for the electric field for the case of a planar oxide layer on top of 

the substrate, that is, without the nanowire. In the simulations, we have chosen the magnitude of 

the electric field of the incident plane wave such that for given θinc, øinc, and pol it is 1 V/m. In 

more detail, we use the Fresnel coefficients at the top and the bottom interface of the oxide to 

create the solution, which includes the geometrical series within the oxide layer for the infinitely 

many round-trips of partial scattering within the oxide layer. Next, we include the nanowire as the 

scatterer and solve for the scattered field 𝐄sc(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, øinc, pol). Then, the total field is given by 

𝐄(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, øinc, pol) = 𝐄bg(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, ø, pol) + 𝐄sc(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, øinc, pol). 

For the wide-field illumination, we assume incoherent plane waves from within the numerical 

aperture NA of the objective, with θNA = arcsin (
NA

𝑛𝑖nc
) the maximum incident angle, such that the 

intensity of the electric field at location 𝐫 is given by: 

|𝐄(𝐫, 𝜆)|𝟐 = ∑ ∫ ∫ |𝐄(𝐫, 𝜆, θinc, øinc, pol)|𝟐sin(θinc)𝑑øinc𝑑θinc
2𝜋

0

θNA

0pol=𝑠,𝑝 /

∑ ∫ ∫ sin(θinc)𝑑øinc𝑑θinc
2𝜋

0

θNA

0𝑝𝑜𝑙=𝑠,𝑝 . (1) 

With this choice for the normalization, |𝐄(𝐫, 𝜆)|𝟐 = 1 [
V

m
]

2

 corresponds to the same local 

intensity as on the fluorophore in the homogeneous liquid without nanowire, oxide, or substrate. 

For the fluorophores around the nanowire, we consider  

|E(𝑟, 𝑧, 𝜆)|2 = ∫ |𝐄(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜆)|𝟐𝟐𝝅

0
𝑑ø/(2π) (2) 
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where 𝑥 = 𝑟cos(ø) and 𝑦 = 𝑟sin(ø). Importantly, due to the circular symmetry of the nanowire, 

in the calculations, we can exchange this ø averaging into an averaging over ø already in Eq. (SI 

1). Hence, a simulation for a given  øinc gives all the information we need about the variation of 

the averaged field over the circumference of the nanowire at given r for all the possible incidence 

angles øinc. Thus, we need only to vary θinc and pol in the actual simulations. We performed the 

modelling with a step of 5 degrees in θinc, after initial test runs indicating that negligible 

differences occurred compared to a much finer, and computationally more costly, stepping at 1 

degree. 

For completeness, we introduce the terms |ENW(𝑟, 𝑧)|2 and |Eplanar(𝑧)|
2
 for a fluorophore in 

the vicinity of the nanowire and a flurophore on top of the planar substrate without the nanowire 

present.  

In the modelling, we assume that the fluorophores reside in a ΔFluor = 10 nm wide layer, in water, 

on top of the oxide. We calculate then the bleaching rate modification, relative to the fluorophore 

in the liquid, as (note that the substrate/oxide interface is located at z = 0): 

𝑀NW =
∫ ∫ |ENW(𝑟, 𝑧)|2𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor

𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide

𝑧=𝑡oxide+𝐿

𝑧=𝑡oxide

𝐿[(𝑑/2 + 𝑡oxide + ΔFluor)2 − (𝑑/2 + 𝑡oxide)2]/2
 

 

𝑀Planar =
∫ |Eplanar(𝑧)|

2
𝑑𝑧

𝑧=𝑡oxide+ΔFluor

𝑧=𝑡oxide

ΔFluor
 

Then, from 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar we obtain the value to compare with experiments. Importantly, when 

we use 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar to quantify the bleaching rate modification, we do not need to know the 
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actual illumination power or the bleaching rate in the test liquid for a given illumination power. 

Therefore, 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar is independent of the exact choice of the fluorophore, as long as it can 

be excited at λ and the fluorescence is detected by our optical system. 

Note that 𝑀NW depends on 𝑟NW and 𝑡oxide (also on L but that dependence is insignificant for 

𝐿 ≥ 1.5𝜆, see Figure S6) , and 𝑀Planar depends on 𝑡oxide; furthermore, both depend on λ and NA.  

 

Figure S6.  𝑀NW/MPlanar for varying 𝐿 at NA = 1, λ = 640 nm, and toxide = 10 nm. The simulations 

are performed with a step of 5 nm in d. 

Wavelength dependence of the enhancement 

At λ = 640 nm, n = 3.31 for GaP and 1.77 for Al2O3. At λ = 550 nm, n = 3.45 + i0.001 for GaP 

and 1.77 for Al2O3. At λ = 450 nm, n = 3.87 + i0.078 for GaP and 1.78 for Al2O3. The imaginary 

part of n, which gives to absorption, is negligible in GaP still at λ = 550 nm (the absorption length 

in bulk GaP, given by (4πIm(n)/λ)-1, is 40 μm). However, at λ = 450 nm, the absorption length has 

decreased to 460 nm. 
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In Figure S7, we show the bleaching rate modification for these three excitation wavelengths. 

The peak that shows up at d = 115 nm for λ = 550 nm has shifted to d = 95 nm for λ = 550 nm and 

d = 70 nm for λ = 450 nm. This shift corresponds extremely well to the shifting to d’ = d*[λ’/ λ 

]*[Re(n(λ))/ Re(n(λ’))] observed for diameter-dominated resonances in nanowires 34, which 

predicts a shift to d = 95 nm and 69 nm (this equation originates from the assumption that for a 

given resonance, the optical path length around the circumference of the nanowire, which is 

proportional to d* Re(n(λ))/ λ, should be kept constant to stay at the resonance when d and/or λ is 

varied).  

In the simulations, the second peak at d = 220 nm at λ = 640 nm shifts to d = 180 at λ = 640 nm 

and d = 130 nm at λ = 450 nm. The prediction from the change in λ and Re(n) is a shift to d = 181 

and 132 nm, respectively, in excellent agreement with the peak positions in the simulations. Notice 

that for λ = 450 nm, an additional higher order resonance shows up at d = 180 nm. 

Based on these results, we see that by tuning λ, we can in a predictable manner tune at which d 

the peak enhancement occurs (if we know at which d the peak occurs for one given λ, or at which 

λ the peak occurs for one given d). 

Also, we see that for λ = 450 nm, the absorption in the GaP, through the non-negligible Im(n), 

causes a noticeable decrease in 𝑀NW/MPlanar (black line) as compared to the results from 

simulation where Im(n) = 0 was set for GaP (magenta line). 
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Figure S7. 𝑀NW/𝑀Planar for 𝐿 = 2000 nm at NA = 1, and toxide = 10 nm. The simulations are 

performed with a step of 5 nm in d. 

 

 

Figure S8. Enhancement for varying incidence angle for 𝐿 = 2000 nm at λ = 640 nm, and toxide = 

10 nm. The simulations are performed with a step of 5 nm in d. Here, we show in (a) the quantity 

𝑑𝑀𝑁𝑊,θinc
(θinc)

dθinc
=

∫ ∫ ∑
1

2
∫ |𝐄(𝐫,𝜆,θinc,øinc,𝑝𝑜𝑙)|𝟐sin(θinc)𝑑øinc

2𝜋
0𝑝𝑜𝑙=𝑠,𝑝 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor
𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide

𝑧=𝑡oxide+𝐿
𝑧=𝑡oxide

𝐿[(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor)
2

−(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide)
2

]

2

=

sin(θinc)
∫ ∫ ∑

1

2
∫ |𝐄(𝐫,𝜆,θinc,øinc,𝑝𝑜𝑙)|𝟐𝑑øinc

2𝜋
0𝑝𝑜𝑙=𝑠,𝑝 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor
𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide

𝑧=𝑡oxide+𝐿
𝑧=𝑡oxide

𝐿[(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor)2−(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide)2]/2
. Note that 𝑀𝑁𝑊 =
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∫ (𝑑𝑀𝑁𝑊,θinc
/dθinc)

θNA

0
dθinc. In (b), we show 

∫ ∫ ∑
1

2
∫ |𝐄(𝐫,𝜆,θinc,øinc,𝑝𝑜𝑙)|𝟐𝑑øinc

2𝜋
0𝑝𝑜𝑙=𝑠,𝑝 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor
𝑟=𝑑/2+𝑡oxide

𝑧=𝑡oxide+𝐿
𝑧=𝑡oxide

𝐿[(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide+ΔFluor)2−(𝑑/2+𝑡oxide)2]/2
 that corresponds to the electric 

field enhancement for varying incidence angle. 

 

 

Figure S9. Same as Figure 1(b) for toxide = 10 nm in (a), but here additionally also for (b) toxide = 

40 nm, (c) toxide = 70 nm, (d) toxide = 100 nm. 
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